ACCEPTANCE BY THE ORGANIZATION OF ADDITIONAL DUTIES CONSEQUENT UPON THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PREVENTION OF POLLUTION OF THE SEA BY OIL, 1962
RESOLUTION A.51(III) adopted on 18 October 1963
THE ASSEMBLY,

BEARING IN MIND that by Resolution A.8(I) of the First Assembly the Organization accepted the duties and performance of the functions consequent upon the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil, 1954,

RECALLING that during 1962 the Organization convened an International Conference on Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil which considered and adopted certain amendments to the said International Convention,

RECOGNIZING that some additional duties thereby will fall upon the Organization,

DECIDES to accept these additional duties,

RECOMMENDS to the attention of governments the immediate benefits of more widespread acceptance of the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil, 1954, and the subsequent amendments adopted by the International Conference on Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil, 1962,

REQUESTS governments to give urgent consideration to accepting the said Convention and amendments.